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Hail to the Chief for Four More Years
throughout the night.
The final count of the
popular vote was 50%
for Obama and 48% for
Romney.
Many changes for the
country can be seen coming out of this election.
Not only was the first
openly gay senator elected, but two states have
legalized the recreational use of marijuana (see
inside for full details of
other national changes).
Throughout the day
and night, Red Hawks
participated in the election through not only
voting, but live coverage
of the election.
Residents all over
campus were able to
take shuttles to cast
their votes. Buses full of
students traveled to St.
George's Anitochian Orthodox Church and Mt.
Hebron Middle School
throughout the day, making sure their voices were
heard.
Later in the day, the
School of Communication

Catherine Baxter
News Editor

Cries of victory could
be heard around campus
late Tuesday night as Barack Obama was reelected as the 44th President
of the United States, over
Governor Mitt Romney.
The election was extremely close all night.
However, as President
Obama began to claim
swing states across the
country, the election
swung in his favor.
Romney suffered a
hard blow when his own
home state of Massachusetts was secured by
Obama, a state that Romney believed he had.
Obama secured the
election with a final count
of 303 electoral votes out
of the 270 needed to win
the election. Romney
had 206 of the electoral
votes.
Although the electoral votes made it extremely apparent who won
the election, the popular
vote was extremely close

President Barack Obama has been elected for another four years.

Photo courtesy of flickr.com.

Election Continued on Page 5

Hurricane Sandy Blows Away the East Coast

Pictures courtesy of slate.com.

(Left) A rollercoaster broke off of the Seaside Boardwalk, one of the many places destroyed in New Jersey.
(Right) The Atlantic City Boardwalk was ripped from the boards when the storm hit.
Lindsay Rassmann
Managing Editor
Stephanie Agudelo
Assistant news Editor

Hurricane Sandy is
the worst storm in New
Jersey’s history with millions of power outages,

gas shortages and property damage throughout
the state. It’s hard to
find anyone not affected
by Sandy. Resident students who live in any of
the Clove Road residences experienced their own

unique Sandy experience
last week.
The worst of Sandy
hit the tri-state region on
Monday, Oct. 29 into Tuesday, Oct. 30. The damage
done in that short time
was enough to leave mil-

lions of people in a state
of emergency.
On Monday just before 5 p.m., residents of
Hawk Crossings, Sinatra Hall and The Village joined the millions
of people in the tri-state

area who lost power.
Weary residents made
it through the night,
not knowing when they
would receive power
again.
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On Oct. 29: Karim Sawyer, 19, of North Brunswick, and Lendward Brooks, 19,
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On Oct. 31: An act of criminal mischief was reported in Bohn Hall. A study room
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On Oct. 31: Alexander Rivera, 19, of Union, was arrested for simple assault while
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On Nov. 1: Brandon Lewis, 22, of Neptune, was arrested and charged with mari-
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On Nov. 1: Emily Holden, 22, of Fryeburg, ME, was arrested and charged with
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On Nov. 2: An HVAC employee reported the theft of his unsecured tools from
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On Nov. 3: Ewelina Kluczyk, 19, and Izabella Kluczyk, 20, of Green Brook, were
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On Nov. 4: An employee of Parking Services reported the theft of a parking boot

of Piscataway, were arrested and charged with burglary and theft
from Car Parc Diem. They are scheduled to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
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Continued From Page 1

The Mantoloking Bridge in New Jersey was one of many bridges that was destroyed in the storm.

While many students left for
the weekend in preparation for
Sandy, the remaining 650 students from the Clove residences
were evacuated from their dorms
into alternate university housing on Tuesday, Oct. 30 at approximately 1:30 p.m. Displaced
students were moved into Bohn,
Stone and Webster Hall indefinitely.
“Bohn was ready to be occupied by residents since it was not
an occupied building for the fall
semester,” said Mario Rapetti,
Associate Director of Residential
Education. “As a department we
worked with our student staff of
community assistants and service assistants to develop duty
shifts, check keys and provide
the same services we would in
any open residence hall on campus.”
Many students found the mandate as an inconvenience, but appreciated the efforts of the University in accommodating them
with power. “It’s overwhelming
but we’re all okay. It sucks having to leave your apartment and
[leaving] everything behind,”
said senior Kimberly Horan.
In addition to students from
Clove being housed on the main
campus, essential staff and Sodexo personnel were housed at
the University in order to keep
Sam’s Place and Freeman Dining Hall open and operational
for students on campus.

Throughout the week, many
residents, drunk off having so
much time off from school, acquired a few damages of their
own outside of damage caused
by Sandy. A proxy card reader
was taken from outside Fenwick
Hall and later found underneath
a stairwell. Additionally, during
the early morning hours on Halloween, an unknown object was
thrown through a window in
Bohn Hall and a fire alarm was
pulled.
Residents received power
back on Friday afternoon and
residents moved back into their
normal housing Friday night
through Saturday afternoon.
With Bohn and other halls up
and running, the University offered to accommodate commuter
students who may have issues
getting to campus due to Sandy
by allowing them to stay on campus.
“As a community we want to
help out everyone at MSU who
was affected by the storm and
provide the essential basic needs
of power, heat and hot water so
our community as a whole can
return to normal routine as best
as they can,” Rapetti said.
About 300 commuter students are taking the University
up on their offer and staying in
Bohn Hall. They will be allowed
to stay on campus until N.J. is
fully energized, depending on
their current situation at home

Water continues to flood residential areas of Staten Island, NY, making them uninhabitable.

Picture courtesy of slate.com.

and how hard they were affected by storm. Rapetti added
that students “wanted to be able
to attend their classes and get
on with their educational goals
and we [Residential Education]
wanted to support them in accomplishing this regardless of
Sandy's wrath.”
In an email sent out to the student body from Student Government President George Juzdan,
he said, “The residents moved
[...] should know that your safety
and well-being are the number
one priority for the University;
the administration has taken
the necessary actions to ensure
that you have a comfortable living space for the duration of the
power outage. [...] It is important
to remember that the problem is
bigger than just the University.
More than 2.7 million New Jersey residents were left without
power and our campus residents
are a part of the larger Sandy
impact.”
Montclair State was relatively lucky with the extent of
damages they suffered. Cities
on the coast of New Jersey, like
Seaside Heights and Mantoloking, suffered some of worst damage during the storm. With their
close proximity to the shore, entire boardwalks and homes were
flooded and destroyed and now
need rebuilding.
One of the areas hit the hardest was Seaside Heights, home

Pictures courtesy of slate.com.

of the "Jersey Shore." Funtown
Pier and Casino Pier, located on
the boardwalk, were sent into
the ocean. After the hurricane
left, remnants of the rides could
be found floating in the ocean.
From a residential viewpoint,
all of the houses in Seaside and
the other barrier islands are
completely uninhabitable. Not
only are the houses underwater, but all of the gas lines have
been completely ripped apart. It
is said that there will not be gas
to the barrier islands for at least
six to eight months.
Many students and their
families who live in central and
southern New Jersey were affected also. "My family's business in Seaside, it's a hotel, was
half-destroyed," said Matt Vanheegan from Ocean County. "The
boardwalk and all of my memories from being a kid are gone."
In the wake of Hurricane
Sandy, much of New Jersey
and other states affected by the
storm are struggling to recover
from approximately $50 billion
in damages.
For now, relief efforts from the
American Red Cross, the Federal
Emergency Managment Agency,
volunteers and many organizations are being made in order to
help the many people suffering
from this disaster reach some
kind of stability.

The Montclarion | Lindsay Rassmann

Residents on Clove Road were moved into Bohn Hall when power
was lost.
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Debate Shows Many Political Views
Luca Azzara
Staff Writer

On Thursday, Oct. 25, the
Young Americans for Liberty
hosted a political debate on campus.
The organization is one of
the largest and most active proliberty organizations among
America’s universities and colleges. Its purpose to the student
body is demonstrated through
events and by providing education to all those who are interested in learning more about the
ideals of liberty. With more than
300 chapters and over 26,000
student activists world-wide,
YAL’s purpose and its effects are
shown to be essential to student
bodies all around the country.
The debate featured three
representatives:
conservative
David Tubbs, liberal Grover Furr
and libertarian Yuri Maltsev.
Dr. Tubbs earned his Ph.D.
from Princeton University, where
he concentrated in political philosophy, constitutional law and
Russian studies.
Dr. Furr, an English professor at MSU, completed his undergraduate degree at McGill
University and also earned his
Ph.D. at Princeton University.
Dr. Maltsev is a professor of
economics at Carthage College.
He worked with former Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev’s
reforms on the re-construction
of the political movement in the
late 1980s.
The entire debate, which lasted an hour and a half, was moderated by Todd Seavey, a produc-

er of ABC and Fox News.
The debate consisted of
eight to 10 topics and issues
faced by Americans. Some of
the questions asked by Seavey
included stances on America’s
foreign policy, views on the war
in Afghanistan and domestic issues such as the war on drugs
and health care.
In his opening statement,
Dr. Tubbs expressed his agreement with anti-Utopian schemes

war in Afghanistan met criteria
for a just war.”
Regarding foreign policy,
Dr. Tubbs stated, “I believe that
the U.S. is still a positive figure in the world, but cannot
simply do everything.” He went
on to express the idea that the
U.S. should provide leadership
throughout the world because of
its special status.
His view on drugs included
the much needed distinguisher

within politics. He also stressed
his belief that personal freedom
correlates with responsibility.
In Dr. Maltsev’s opening
statement, he expressed his beliefs in free minds, free markets
and that the government should
be kept somewhat smaller than
it currently is, making sure it is
“kept in check.”
Within Dr. Furr’s opening
statement, he expressed that
exploitation is society’s biggest
source of misery. He believes that
society should be a whole, rather
than a society of individuals.
Regarding the war in Afghanistan, Dr. Tubbs responded, “I
believe that our decision to go to

within prohibitions regarding
the purchase of certain drugs.
Dr. Tubbs believes that some
drugs should not be characterized
with others that pose a severe
threat. His position on health
care was that a basic package is
an entitlement, and if an individual wants better health care
then they “should accept the decisions made in your life.” Those
decisions include smoking and
usage of certain drugs.
However, Dr. Furr made it
clear about his disagreement
with U.S. foreign policies both in
the past and those that are still
used today. Dr. Furr believes that
the imperialistic policies “won’t

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK
ACTIVITIES
Sponsored by the Global Education Center
Monday, November 12

th

12:00 pm Insights into Intern, Volunteer, Teach and Work Abroad Opportunities
What's Out There and How to Prepare – Student Center Room 419
Gain insight into how you can intern, teach, volunteer and work abroad from Angela
Shaeffer, Director of Program Development at Cultural Vistas; Adam Mayer, Director,
Career Counseling at Montclair State and Jonathan Kull, Graduate Student who taught
English in China and Japan.
2:30 pm Montclair Graz Sister City Scholarship Information Session
University Hall Room 1070
Learn about the opportunity to earn a scholarship (full tuition, room, board and monthly
stipend) to study in Graz, Austria at select universities.

Tuesday, November 13th
2:30 pm Study Abroad in Japan Information Session – University Hall Room 1020
Hear from our partner about the program in Tokyo, Japan where students can study
Japanese language, Asian Studies, Art, Business, Economics, Communications and
Architecture over the summer, semester or academic year.

Wednesday, November 14th
11:30 am Boren Scholarship Information Session – University Hall Room 1020
Learn about the opportunity for funding to study abroad as an undergraduate and graduate
student and include the study of critical need languages. Scholarships available for up to
$30,000. Come and learn more.
2:30 pm Study Abroad Information Session
Global Education Center Conference Room, 22 Normal Avenue
Attend our general information session about the application process for study abroad to
learn more about programs abroad, scholarships available and how financial aid and course
selection work. All are welcome.
4:00 pm Study Abroad in Africa – University Hall 1020
Hear from your MSU community about programs in Africa. Dr. McMorrin will highlight our
program in Ghana. Our Study Abroad Peer Advisors will be on hand to discuss their
experiences in Morocco and South Africa. The Study Abroad Coordinator will discuss the 12
different countries on the continent available to study abroad as well as special scholarships
available for study in that region.

Thursday, November 15th
2:30 pm Budgeting Tips for Study Abroad: Saving, Winning and Raising $
-University Hall 1030
Think you don’t have enough money to study abroad? Do you think studying abroad is out
of your reach financially? Well, come and learn how you can prepare a budget as we
uncover the “real” cost of studying abroad. Factors to be discussed will be program and
destination selection, comparing costs abroad to a semester on campus, creating a
budgeting timeline for before and during your time abroad and other tried and tested tips
for saving and raising funds for study abroad used by students.

www.montclair.edu/GlobalEd/StudyAbroad/
Visit Our Website for Details and to RSVP

stop without a tremendous
struggle from U.S. citizens.”
His solution for the war on
drugs in America is to “make the
private selling of drugs unprofitable, where drugs would be solely sold by the government with
high restrictions.” Responding
to the question on health care in
America, Dr. Furr stated, “There
should be a single-paired universal health care, so everyone has
health care.”
Maltsev had concrete points
on various issues, although occasionally he was unclear. Maltsev
believes that all drugs should be
legal and that individuals have
the right to use whatever drug
they choose.
When asked what he thought
about education, Maltsev answered, “It simply does not
pay to go to college these days,
and students are being short
changed.” His view on health
care was based on the idea that
if “market works on everything
else, then why would it not work
in this case?”
Although the purpose of the
debate was not to divide the audience and attendees, there was
still some differences in the audience's reaction. However, members were still educated about
the issues America faces.
“[This debate] provides a sense
of knowledge to individuals who
may be confused or unsure of the
issues presented," said Director
of Events Corey Hubbard. "It
provides a place to discuss opinions rather than speak about
them in a mumbled sense.”
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Pelican Report from Around the World
Ethan Fria
Assistant News Editor

-A 7.4 magnitude earthquake struck offshore
near the Mexico-Guatemala border yesterday.

-Two American sailors, who were arrested last
month, were indicted Tuesday afternoon. The
two face charges of raping a Japanese woman.

-Yesterday, the Dow fell below 13,000 for the
first time in two months. The average fell more
than 300 points, roughly 2.3 percent.
-Violent protests were seen outside the Greek
parliament yesterday. Inside, the lawmakers
voted on a new batch of austerity measures.
This is an issue that has the country both
divided and in a state of unrest.

Election

-Yesterday, French Ministers of the
Cabinet approved a draft bill that will allow
same-sex couples the right to marry and adopt.
The actual bill will be voted on in January.
-Syrian insurgents blew up an official's car
using a homemade car bomb. The bombing
killed Judge Abada Nadhwah, who was very
close to the Syrian President.

-Following a police raid of a corrupt real estate
company, Russian President Vladimir V. Putin
fired his defense minister on Tuesday.
-A car bomb exploded near a recruitment base
in Taji, 12 miles north of Baghdad. Conflicted
reports make it difficult to report an accurate
death count, but at least 26 were killed with
many more seriously injured.

Continued From Page 1

Major national changes
to come out of the
2012 election:
-Maine and Maryland voted for
marriage equality.

- Minnesota did not vote for banning
marriage equality.
- The first openly gay senator,
Tammy Baldwin, was elected
in Wisconsin.

- The first disabled woman veteran,
Tammy Duckworth, was elected in
Illinois.

-Medical marijuana was approved in
Montana and Massachusetts.
-Recreational use of marijuana was
approved for those 21 and older in
Colorado and Washington.

and Media in conjunction with
WMSC had a live three-hour
show of election coverage.
Election desk reporter, student Samantha Roth, looked at
the interactive electoral maps
and was ready for breakdowns
as soon as anything on the map
changed. There were also reporters across campus calling into
the show with interviews by students.
The show was hosted by Jack
Smith, a junior broadcast major,
and Kaitlyn Schoeffel, a sophomore broadcast major.
A few guests of the show included Debbie Gallant of NJ
News Commons and Bridget
Harrison, a professor of political
science.
“We went out over 90.3 FM
and people streamed us on our
website,” said Smith. “The goal
of the show was to provide comprehensive local election reporting with down to earth analysis
of electoral votes as they came in.
One of the things that motivated
the show was that so much of
the national news cycle is obsessively dedicated to presidential
coverage that we marginalize
coverage of congressional and
senatorial races.”
Throughout the night, there
was also coverage of the election in various places across the
university. For example, there
was a livestream going on in the
main conference room of University Hall until midnight, so students could watch live election
coverage until the official decision was made at approximately
11:00 p.m.
Other residence halls across
campus provided resources for
students to watch the election.

There will be a post-election
forum held on Nov. 12. The forum will be hosted by Merrill
Brown, Director of the School of
Communication and Media. The
event is open to all students free
of charge, but there is limited
space. Students interested in attending should email msupostelection@gmail.com to reserve a
seat.
However, the most successful
part of this year’s election coverage was how much students
were involved. The entire youth
vote this year increased nearly
20 percent.
Many students expressed their
voices and were happy with the
outcome of the election.
“I feel like it’s a great victory for college students. I’m
more hopeful about my future,”
said Greg McManus, sophomore.
“I feel that with the extra four
years, Obama can really fix the
economy in the way Romney
couldn’t. Crisis averted.”
Most students were looking
simply for a change in the economy.
“It really wasn’t a matter of
who won, it was that the economy
needs to get better by the end of
this term,” said Garland Dance,
sophomore. “This is the main
factor that should have been
considered. As students who will
be graduating towards the end
of his term, we need to see significant economic improvement
to guarantee our success in the
future.”
No matter who won, Red
Hawks across campus definitely
raised their voices in this election, making an impact on the
entire country.
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What’s Trending?

Now “Hat’s” What I Call Winter Ready

Jacquelyn Loder
Staff Writer

Winter hats don’t just keep you warm. On the campus of Montclair,
hats prove that they can be a fashion statement, too! I call them beanies,
but winter hats have a lot of varieties to choose from. Some have earflaps,
topped with pom-poms, a folded brim or no brim at all. How do you choose
the right style?
If your face is considered square or has sharp angles then consider a
more rounded style hat. Avoid all narrow hats which can make you look too
angular. Hats with hard edges are to be avoided. I suggest keeping away
from what I call, “bomber hats” with the ear flaps and sharp square style.
An oval face is lucky. Basically, you can get away with any style hat.
So with that, I suggest to try a variety of hats and choose one that best fits
your own personal style. Also choose a winter hat that goes with anything
to make it versatile.
Round faces should choose a hat with an angular structure. For this,
I strongly suggest getting a really cute “bomber” hat. The angular lines and
square style will compliment your face.
If your face is comparatively longer, I suggest breaking it up with a
brim. Specifically this winter, beanies with wide brims are no exception.
Try a brim that has a decorative pattern different from the hat itself. By
folding the hat, it breaks up the length in your face and draws more attention to your eyes.
This is specifically for petite faces. Be aware of how heavy or big a
hat may be. Wearing a hat that is too big may make your face appear to be
even smaller.
A tip some people tend to disregard is the importance of color. Color
is equally important. Cool complexions are complemented by colors such as
green, blue and violet. Warmer complexions look great in 'hot' colors such
as hot pink, red or warm orange shades. However, picking a more neutral
color means you will probably get more usage out of it since it will likely
match more pieces from your closet.
For thoughts or suggestions, tweet me at MSU_fashion! This week,
winter hats are what’s trending because they express style, and of course,
are functional in the cold.

Follow for your
daily dose of fashion
@MSU_fashion.
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Internship Provides ‘Unique Perspective’
of New Jersey Legislature
Niku Letang
Contributing Writer

Participants in Trenton

Photos Courtesy of Niku Letang

A new course offered by the Political Science and Justice Studies departments allows
students to participate in an internship at
the State House in Trenton. Created by President Susan A. Cole and her staff, the practical course provides students with a unique
understanding and perspective of New Jersey’s legislative process by taking them behind the scenes at the State House. Not only
do students gain knowledge of the State’s
Legislature, but they are also given a rare
opportunity to observe the government in action.
A typical day in Trenton includes attending voting sessions, committee hearings,
listening to testimony and political debates,
meeting with Legislators, lobbyists, staff
from the Department of State and other officials. On their first day at the State House,
students met with staff from the Office of
Legislative Services who briefed them on the
process of drafting a bill. 		

Participants with Senator Sweeney

Students also met with several Legislators including Assistant Majority Leader and Chair of the Senate Education Committee, Senator Teresa Ruiz, Senator
Michael Doherty, Deputy Speaker and Chair of the General Assembly Women
and Children Committee, Assemblywoman Pamela Lampitt, Chair of the General Assembly Higher Education Committee, Assemblywoman Celeste Riley, Assemblyman Benjie Wimberlyand Senate President Stephen M. Sweeney,
President Sweeney spoke passionately about how his daughter’s plight with
Down-syndrome influenced his decision to run for political office in an effort to
seek services for other children with special needs. President Sweeney also serves
as the General Organizer of the International Association of Ironworkers. While
noting that he did not pursue a college education, Sweeney informed students of
the importance and advantages of seeking higher education. The Senate President also gave students a solid piece of advice: Despite how successful you might
become, never forget where you came from.

Trips to the State House alternate with biweekly classes on campus. Students spend time discussing and analyzing some of New
Jersey’s most controversial bills, laws, and political and social issues. Classroom sessions on current “Hot Topics” feature visits from Legislators, lobbyists, and officials from governmental agencies, which included Congressman Rodney Frelinghuysen who represents New
Jersey’s 11th congressional district in the U.S. House of Representatives, Assemblyman Thomas P. Giblin, who represents New Jersey’s
34th Legislative District in the State General Assembly, Brendan Gill, a Freeholder representing New Jersey’s Fifth District and Little
Falls Town Council hopeful, James Damiano.
The students who are currently enrolled in the course have expressed great enthusiasm about their overall experience. Chelsea
Wuesthoff states that she appreciates the realistic view of state government and the hands-on experience that the internship provides.
“It’s a great opportunity,” she exclaimed. Student Niku Letang employs a different perspective. “I have become very inspired by the stories
and accomplishments of some of the legislators that we have met. It is also nice to know the person behind the politics. This experience
completely humanizes them.” The course is taught by Professor Sal Anderton, and the internship is directed by Director of Government
Relations, Shivaun Gaines. Professor Anderton’s years of experience as a lobbyist and vast knowledge of New Jersey’s Legislative process
also contribute to the students’ overall experience at the State House and in the classroom. When asked about the most important thing
he wants students to gain from the internship, Professor Anderton stated, “[To show] how complex state government is, but at the same
time, how politics and government are personal to the people involved.”
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Budgeting for the Holidays
Jessica Czarnogursky
Feature Editor

With the holidays approaching just as fast as the cold, it’s not too early to start mapping out your Christmas list. For
most of us collegiates, the further we get in our careers, the longer the list grows. We slowly find ourselves strapped for cash
and for time every year, and swear to ourselves that we’ll be more responsible next year. Here are some fool-proof ways to
make this year your best yet.
Group People Based on their Interests, Age,
Position in Life, etc.
Buying a gift just for the sake of buying
it never made you happy growing up, and the
same goes for the people that you could potentially be buying for. Look at each person on your
list and genuinely give thought to what they
would want or appreciate.
Also keep in mind too if the people on
your list are the type to appreciate homemade
gifts.
A gift with genuine thought is always noticed, and always well received.

Establish Your Budget
Besides starting sometime before December, this is your second crucial step. Once
you’ve established a budget that you can comfortably use without worrying in a month that
you have no money for gas, it’s crucial not to
budge from it. Don’t talk yourself into spending a few extra dollars on your boyfriend, and
then several extra on your mother, thinking it
won’t really matter. The total at the end of your
spending will add up to much more than you
think, leaving you with a lot less than you intended.

Shop Early and Around

Make a List

Stores start to raise the prices of their
merchandise earlier and earlier every year, and
considering most department stores were advertising Christmas long before Halloween, this
year will be no exception. Remember to shop
around. Look for coupons, specials and sales. If
you start early, you won’t have to worry about
settling on an overpriced dish set at Macy’s for
your mom that she’ll probably exchange anyway.
Though it may take a little longer, be thankful
in the end.

The most obvious, and most overlooked step
is to be organized and list every possible person
you would consider buying for. While friends and
family are the most obvious think about people
like your hairdresser who always makes the room
for a last minute appointment, or your mailman
who always goes an extra step for your family.
Consider too if you’ll be donating to any
charity. Plenty of jobs and schools collect money
during the holiday season to adopt family or raise
money for a natural disaster relief fund.
By listing everyone, it’s easier to cut those
that may not fit in your budget or those who
wouldn’t.

Meet with Faculty and Students about Public Health Degrees and Careers

The

UMDNJ
School of Public Health

Through our three campuses and
eight departments, your education
opportunities are plentiful.

Invites you to our

OPEN HOUSE
Nov. 17, 2012

• Piscataway/New Brunswick Campus
• Stratford/Camden Campus
• Newark Campus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biostatistics
Dental Public Health
Epidemiology
Environmental and Occupational
Health
Health Education and Behavioral
Science
Health Systems and Policy
Quantitative Methods: Epidemiology
and Biostatistics
Urban Health Administration
Post Baccalaureate Certificates
Master in Public Health (MPH)
Master of Science (MS) in Biostatistics
Doctor of Public Health (DrPH)
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
Dual Degree Options Also Available

11:00am-2:00pm
683 Hoes Lane West,
1st Floor Atrium
Piscataway, NJ 08854

Take Your Passion and
Enthusiasm for
Protecting and
Improving the Lives
and Well-Being of
Communities to the
Next Level
Make a Difference With
a Graduate Degree or
Certificate in
Public Health

Scheduled Activities:
• 11:00am Meet with faculty and students
• 12:00pm Lunch and Academic Showcase
• 12:45pm Meet with faculty and students
So set aside some time to come visit and see what makes
UMDNJ-School of Public Health your study place.
For More Information and to RSVP, call 732-235-9700 or email sphinfo@umdnj.edu

sph.umdnj.edu • facebook.com/sph.umdnj

gay (gā) 1. there once was
a time when all “gay” meant
was “happy.” then it meant
“homosexual.” now, people
are saying “that’s so gay”
to mean dumb and stupid.
which is pretty insulting
to gay people (and we don’t
mean the “happy” people).
2. so please, knock it off. 3.
go to ThinkB4YouSpeak.com

msuproduction@gmail.com

Services
Tutoring instructions available for
Spanish & Italian.
If interested, call
Nicolina Mzzeo,
Certified Teacher
at: 973-751-3457

Ads & Toons

The Montclarion
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Child Care
Child Care needed
in clean Clifton
home for boys ages
seven and nine.
Friday or Saturday
night each week.  
Jennifer
973-868-9159

For Rent

the commuters
deg

25’ x 20’ Full Apt
on Clove Road,
Female Student
Only! Call
973-746-8495.
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JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC | DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE AND DANCE

Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s

Carousel

Music by

Richard Rodgers

Book and Lyrics by

Oscar Hammerstein II
Based on Ferenc Molnar’s play Liliom
As adapted by Benjamin F. Glazer
Directed by Evan Pappas
Conductor and Musical Supervision by

Gregory J. Dlugos
Choreography by Mimi Quillin

Nov. 14, 15 & 16 • 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 17 • 2:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m.
Nov. 18 • 2:00 p.m.
973-655-5112 | www.peakperfs.org | Alexander Kasser Theatre
*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student I.D.

Photo: Alexander Wagner

Musical Direction by Michael Mahadeen
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Sandy Sweeps Over Campus

M

ontclair
State University never
ceases to surprise us.
MSU giving us a day off
is as common as getting a glimpse of Halley’s Comet, but we are
pleased to report that
MSU has conducted
itself very well during
Sandy. With the complications on Clove Road
and with the public
transportation system,
Montclair State University put its students
first throughout the
storm.
Many of us were
doubtful about getting
the whole week off. Our
university is notorious
for staying open, but
it seems that we were
fortunate enough to be
sheltered.
Not only were most
dorms completely
operational, but so
were the dining halls.
The diligent workers
of Sam’s and Freeman
worked throughout the
whole storm and kept
us fed.
Though there were
complaints from some
students who were
evacuated from Clove
Road about using their
swipes. Students who
live on Clove Road are
not required to have a
meal plan, which means
their swipes are limited.
The university
doesn’t have control

Victoria Leta | The Montclarion

over the weather. It wasn’t
some ploy to get us to use
swipes, it was necessary. To
be stingy with swipes when
the school is doing us a favor
by keeping dining halls open
is wrong. The university
was fair to those who were
running low on swipes by
allowing them to eat for free
during Sandy.
While on the topic of immaturity, the damage done
to Bohn Hall is unacceptable.
After power wires snapping and generators breaking, all of Clove Road was
left completely out of power.
So instead of keeping students in the dark the University arranged for shuttles

to transfer all those without
power to unoccupied dormitories.
Unoccupied dorms were
also offered to commuters
who lost power, as well as
staff. Other than the dining staff, MSU housed the
EMT’s and campus police
in order to make sure we
were prepared in any case of
emergency.
It is hard, we understand.
No one is thrilled about
being removed from their
homes, but to disrespect the
extra housing was completely unnecessary.
Many students did have
a problem trying to access
their apartments during
the storms. It seems that

MSU had the locks in Hawk
Crossings replaced.
Students were not able to
access their apartments. We
believe that the university
had the students’ safety at
heart and for that reason
made the apartments inaccessible.
Though it disappointed
some students who could not
retrieve their belongings,
think about the potential
harm you could put yourself
in when entering a pitch
dark apartment.
The university probably thought about your
belongings as well. To avoid
any thefts, the university
switched the locks.
The locks were clearly

switched back when Clove
Road was deemed safe and
students were allowed to
return.
Any damage that was
done to the campus was
fixed before the reopening
of school. Many of the trees
that toppled over were
chopped up and removed
practically overnight.
Damage to any of the
buildings was also taken
care of, for example, the
roof damage in Dickson
Hall was easily repaired
and classes were allowed
to resume in the building.
In terms of notifying
students, the university
did exceptionally well.
Though many thought
the first announcement
was late, MSU was very
prompt with keeping up
with the storm.
No university likes to
close school, so we understand their hesitation.
Students received updates
via the cell phone alert
system, which we recommend you subscribe for,
and email.
Montclair State University kept up with transportation issues and various
other problems that the
storm brewed up, which
led to their decision to
close down campus.
We should be thankful
for MSU’s consideration for
their students. We should
also applaud the wonderful staff that provided for
us while we were stuck on
campus.

Compensated Voting For

Sandy Stricken New Jersey

T

he devastation which Hurricane
Sandy recently raised in
our state has been the
topic of local and national news since the storm
hit last week.
Not only did the
storm wreak havoc on
those who lost power,
homes and loved ones,
but many issues surfaced on Election Day,
particularly in our state,
because of Sandy’s damage.
In the days after
evaluating Sandy’s impact on New Jersey, Gov.
Christie made many
amends to the standard
system of voting in order to provide a means
to vote for those who
were still mixed up in
the chaos of the storm.
However, many considered these new methods of voting to create
more harm than good on
the days before, during
and after the election.
One of the most hectic measures taken to
ensure that all citizens
from New Jersey could
exercise their right to
vote was the institution
of voting by email.
These emailed ballots deprived citizens
of the right to a private
vote, since they had to
sign a waiver allowing
elected officials to see
their votes in the voting

Victoria Leta | The Montclarion

process.
Not only that, but voters
had to additionally provide
paper ballots as back-up
to the email ballots, and
furthermore, the elected officials of counties and towns
in New Jersey had to first
verify that the individual
using the online ballot was
actually displaced.
This effort, which attempted to improve the
possibility of voting for New
Jersey residents, amounted
to an even larger hassle for
voters and elected officials
than actually arriving at a
polling location to vote in

person.
When it came to alternative forms of voting, many
preferred the acronym
“K.I.S.S.”—“keep it simple,
stupid”—the mantra of
those who opted for a provisional ballot.
The adjustments allowed
residents to vote at any New
Jersey polling station using
provisional, paper ballots,
which were collected from
each polling station and
counted at a separate, localized county office.
Unlike the email and fax
ballots, provisional ballots
did not require proof of dis-

location in order to be valid.
While voting in Essex
County yesterday, many
received a provisional ballot
even though they were registered to vote in the county.
Although these provisional ballots were said to skimp
down the offices to President, Senator and the ballot
questions, voters noticed the
option to vote for these offices as well as many other
in the municipality of Little
Falls. These modifications
made it much easier to vote.
Overall, this method of
voting was much more organized, simple and private

than voting by email,
which thoroughly overwhelmed voters and the
elected officials responsible for their ballots.
Unfortunately, not everyone was so lucky. The
situation with online and
fax ballots is currently
being sorted out by extending the deadline for
ballots until Friday, Nov.
9 by 8 p.m., giving online
voters a few more days
to sort out the calamity
which Sandy brought to
New Jersey.
Additionally, the New
Jersey Turnpike was
closed yesterday, making it difficult for many
voters to actually get to
their polling station in
time to vote.
In the face of devastation and disorder, we
would argue that as a
state, we are all lucky
that our government
extended help (at least
as much as was able under the current circumstances) so that we could
perform our civic duty.
Even though some of
the circumstances were
less than ideal, the fact
that we had the opportunity to vote in a time of
such distress is a testament to the strength of
our state and our enthusiasm to participate in
our government, despite
the rain, wind and misfortunes it brought with
it.
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Power Outage Provides Relaxation
A break from technology brought us closer together

T

wo
weeks
ago, I was
caught
up in the
fervor of
the presidential
debate.
Jocelyn Choi
The news
reported
Columnist
everyday
on the civil war in Syria and people
disappointed about Lance Armstrong’s alleged drug use. All of that
seems irrelevant now.
The eve of Halloween came and
left us in the dark, literally. The
night of Oct. 30 brought 80 milean-hour winds and waves 40 feet
high. I had chalked up last year’s
power outage a rare event, a freak of
nature, but Sandy left me in awe of
Mother Nature.
Sandy closed the New York Stock
Exchange. “Sandy Did What Osama
bin Laden Couldn’t Do: Cancel the

NYC Marathon” read a headline in
the International Business Times.
Suddenly, the topic of conversation in my household and between
friends and colleagues became about
purchasing generators, generators
for gas stations, storm windows,
tax dollars invested in underground
electric lines and alternative fuel
resources.
We have all read about natural
disasters in the news and heard
plenty of war stories from my grandparents’ generation, but never had I
thought I would experience a traumatic event so close to home.
When the lights came on for our
little household, I did a little obligatory victory dance (while charging
my cell phone). I woke up everybody
in the house, flipped on the switch
and celebrated.
I ask my good readers, did some
good come out of this historically
tragic event?
A wise man once said that it’s not
the things that happen to us, but
how we react to those situations that
make a difference.

When the lights did not come on
for everyone, those whose homes
were out of the flooding areas with
electricity, hot water or a gas stove
welcomed relatives, friends and
neighbors as guests.
Guests, in turn, brought an abundance of food and supplies to their
host families. When I met up with
these host families, they were beaming with joy.
Without their cherished electronic gadgets, everyone gathered
the old-fashioned way to share
information as they awaited their
fates. An article entitled “City Life
Goes on Without Cell phones in the
No-Power Zone” went on to say that
New Yorkers actually enjoyed being
away from their cell phones. Some
of us may have gotten much needed
rest and sleep.
When anxiety was running high
on who got gas and how much, my
friends posted on Facebook where to
get gas in the least amount of time.
Some of us got closer to our
families as we gathered around one
laptop and watched Friday night’s

American Red Cross telethon, hosted
by Matt Lauer. We laughed together
as Louis C.K. did his monologue
about helping an old lady while
stuck at the airport on Saturday
Night Live.
Volunteers, including NYC marathoners, gave hope to the people in
the worst hit areas and donation
sites even reported a surplus of supplies.
Since we live in this tough bustling town, our leaders encourage us
to move on.
Our political leaders asked displaced citizens to vote, our bosses
opened their business doors with
generators, and our professors got us
back on schedule even when we have
full knowledge that some are still
without homes, electricity and gas
for their cars. We have to be grateful
for what we have.
Life must move on. And you have
to admit, we’re coming out with flying colors.

Jocelyn Choi, an Applied Linguistics major, is in her
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

May The Force Be With You, Mouseketeers
Lucasfilm not destined to fail under new ownership

A

long,
long time
ago, in an
animation
studio far,
far, away,
Walt Disney began
his quest to
Kristen Bryfogle one day
Asst. opinions
rule the
editor
entertainment world
and beyond. During this past week,
another victim falls to Disney’s
insatiable appetite for dominance:
Lucasflim.
Sorry, fanboys. It’s true. Disney
bought over George Lucas’ highly
revered production company for
$4.05 billion. With the addition of
this new subsidiary, Disney is planning to extend the six-episode Star
Wars saga with at least three more
movies, which will detail the lives of
Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia and
Han Solo after Return of the Jedi.
This expansion is expected by
many to be equally as terrible but

nonetheless successful as the prequels developed in the 1990s and
2000s. They gave fans the backstory
of how Anakin Skywalker became
Darth Vader, complete with mediocre
performances and the addition of
seemingly useless, racist characters.
But, even more heinous a crime is
the fact that George Lucas will not
be producing these next three chapters in the Star Wars story. Instead,
the rights go entirely to Disney and
its production team.
Star Wars easily has one of the
largest and most notorious fan bases
in the entertainment world, and
understandably, many devoted Jedi
knights are infuriated by the transfer of their beloved movie franchise
to the hands of a children’s movie
company.
I’ve said before, Disney owns the
world, and consequently some of
their work outside of their feature
films has actually been worthwhile.
In 2009, The Walt Disney Company purchased Marvel Entertainment
for a hefty price tag, meaning—you
guessed it—The Avengers was technically distributed by Disney. The
Avengers made over $1.5 billion at

the box office, and is regarded with
the enthusiastic approval of most of
its fan base. The movie speaks for
itself, not of its distributor.
Disney also owns ABC, and all of
its subsequent channels, as well as
ESPN. In daily life, news, sports and
any other scripted or reality show
on these channels are products of
Disney’s enterprise.
With these markers of Disney’s
impact on entertainment, why are
The Walt Disney Company and Lucasfilm being relentlessly hammered
for their choice to work together?
What perplexes me further are
the fans’ claims that the new movies planned by Disney will ruin
the integrity of an entertainment
franchise which has otherwise been
immaculate.
Yet, most fans consider the three
most recent movies in the Star Wars
enterprise to be heinous injustices
to the original trilogy. The fact of the
matter is that fans will go see a Star
Wars movie no matter if it’s actually
good or not, to satisfy their curiosity
and to support the movies they love
so much.
If these new movies were really

going to destroy the little dignity
Star Wars still has (need I remind
everyone of The Clone Wars cartoon
program, or Star Wars cookie cutters and cupcake wrappers one can
purchase at Williams-Sonoma), then
fans would refuse to see them.
But, anyone acquainted with Star
Wars fans knows that on opening
night, there’s going to be a line out
the door of every movie theater, full
of guys wearing t-shirts, wielding
light sabers and clad in full-body
Darth Vader costumes, fully expecting to be disappointed yet simultaneously entertained by the newest
experiment in the Star Wars saga.
Disney producing Star Wars is
not a kiss of death. It doesn’t promise that the movies will now be filled
with singing and dancing and adorable woodland creatures. It doesn’t
even necessarily mean that the
movies will be horrible. But, if you
feel so strongly about the impending
doom of the continuing Star Wars
saga, you could always join the dark
side. A new Star Trek movie is coming out this summer.

Kristen Bryfogle a Classics major, is the Assistant
Opinions Editor for The Montclarion.

Sandy’s Wrath Brings Out The Good And The Bad
Natural disaster leads to grocery snatching and beach cleaning

T

he
Northeast
has experienced a
devastating
event that
will redefine a coastline and,
for many, a
Ian Callahan
way of life.
Columnist
Last week,
Hurricane Sandy’s massive waves
crashed down on the famous Jersey
Shore, a national tourist attraction
and a major source of state revenue.
With homes washed away and
businesses destroyed, it will take
months, perhaps years, for these
towns to even resemble what they
used to be.
In the aftermath of this recordsetting “superstorm,” local communities have come together to “Restore
the Shore.” But with over 1.8 million
without power during and after the
hurricane, notions of peace and civility were jeopardized.
Perhaps we should consider the
effects of a natural disaster, not on
our homes, but on our hearts. If
not, America may be ill-prepared to
remain “one nation under God” (or
under anything) in future catastro-

phes.
The effects of Sandy lasted a
week or more in some places. Mandatory evacuations, power outages
and school closings brought a typical
week to a halt. This sudden change
of pace was certainly not welcome.
At all costs, people tried to avoid the
consequences of catastrophe.
To stock up on food and materials,
concerned citizens bombarded and
emptied grocery stores.
As a result of shortages, the
leftover essentials (i.e. milk, bread,
water, batteries, etc.) were hiked up
in price.
Irritated shoppers argued that
profit should not have been a priority
during a natural disaster.
The opposition did not end in the
supermarkets. Gas stations boomed
with business before, during and
after the storm. Lines of cars formed
down streets and highways. One gas
line extended into Montclair’s campus.
Some waited two hours or more
to fill their tanks or gas cans, experiencing frustration and road rage with
other customers. Although major
shortages did not occur, some gas
stations could not open due to power
outages.
Thus, a mandatory gas ration was
imposed by Governor Christie. While

the ration cut down long lines, the
demand for gasoline and consumer
tensions remains high.
Another controversy has erupted
regarding post-Sandy cleanup. Areas such as Holgate in Long Beach
Island have been closed off to the
public due to dangerous conditions.
Affected homeowners have been
allowed to “grab and go,” that is, retrieve valuables in a small window of
time, only to leave their devastated
homes shortly after.
LBI natives and summer residents expressed anger (many via
Facebook statuses and Tweets),
demanding to be allowed back on
the island in order to cleanup. Still,
officials have deemed LBI hazardous
for volunteers and have told them to
wait.
Finally, on a larger scale, environmentalists are somewhat at odds
with the “Restore the Shore” movement. While they agree extensive
clean-up must take place, they argue
that perhaps the Jersey Shore should
not be rebuilt in its former image.
New Jerseyans lament for their
beloved, iconic summer destination,
but nature has clearly manifested
her power. High rises and multi-million dollar homes built behind beach
dunes are not hurricane proof.
Again, take LBI for example. It

is a barrier island: its natural purpose is to protect the mainland from
coastal storms. Still, in the state of
N.J., tourism is an economic asset.
The question is, can we live without
it?
Sandy was an eye-opening storm.
Her winds and waves brought out
the best and the worst in people. The
nonpartisan politics between Gov.
Christie and President Obama, the
contributions of the Red Cross and
the support for homeless victims
were sincerely astounding.
Still, many citizens adopted a
“survival of the fittest” mindset.
Between battles at the grocery store,
violence at the gas pump and cleanup disputes, individuals took it upon
themselves to brave the storm alone.
Yet, as the Red Cross, politicians
and local accounts of hospitality have
shown, safety can be found in each
other “‘til the storm passes by.”
Protest should have been replaced with peace, competition with
kindness. Sandy set a precedent in
climate change, as a nation, as a people, we must be prepared to weather
these events together.
And in the future, as we rebuild
what we have lost, we must keep our
safety in mind, as well as our happiness.

Ian Callahan, a Sociology major, is in his first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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The main editorial appears on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent
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Stars Align at Hurricane Relief Concert
$22.9 million raised for sandy victims

Christina Aguilera wows listeners.

Bon Jovi proves he hasn’t forgotten his Jersey roots.
Stephanie Agudelo
Asst. News Editor

In an effort to raise
money for the victims of
Hurricane Sandy who have
experienced
everything
from power outtages to
home destruction this week,
NBC Universal decided to
take matters into their own
hands by organizing a benefit concert on Nov. 2 from
their studios in Rockefeller
Center, New York City.
The line-up included
many musicians native
to our area such as Bruce
Springsteen,
Jon
Bon

Jovi, Billy Joel and Christina Aguilera. Each artist
performed some of their
most heartfelt songs in
dedication to the victims
of the natural disaster.
Other musicians and
speakers included Mary
J. Blige, Steven Tyler, Jon
Stewart, Jimmy Fallon and
Al Roker. Each of whom
showed their support for
those affected by the disaster and urged others to
help in anyway they could.
Some of the most notable performances of the
night were Christina Agu-

Photos courtesy of hauteliving.com

ilera’s “Beautiful,” Bruce
Springteen’s “Land of Hopes
and Dreams” and Sting’s
“Message in a Bottle.”
Former Sayerville, N.J.
resident Jon Bon Jovi felt
particularly affected by
the storm because he went
home to be with his family soon after the storm hit.
Bon Jovi also released
a statement which urged
people to donate or help
in any way they could.
“Once again, the eyes
of the world are upon us
as we wake to the devastation of Hurricane Sandy.

Once again we will have
hurdles to clear and challenges we will have to face.
When patience is lost, when
it seems helpless, when you
are in need and you feel as
if you’re alone, know you
are not alone,” he said. “We
may not have electricity but
we have power,” he added.
All of the proceeds from
the event, which totalled at
$22.9 million, went directly
to the American Red Cross
to assist with the relief efforts for those affected by
the storm. NBC, however,
isn’t the only organization
that has taken action. According to The Wall Street
Journal, some other companies that are donating are
the Walt Disney Co. which
announced it would donate
$2 million to the Ameri-

can Red Cross and other
relief funds. Viacom, Inc.
(the father of MTV Networks) will donate $1 million to the American Red
Cross, and the New York
Yankees already donated
$500,000 to the Red Cross.

Weekly Artist Spotlight

Photo courtesy of english.alarabiya.net

Photo courtesy of blog.rhapsody.com

Jonathan Michael Molina
Asst. Arts Editor

Basing their unique
blend of South African Cape
Town rap with Zef culture,
Die Antwoord has been one
of the odder duos to establish their place in the rapidly changing rap game.
Describing Zef as
modern and trashy with
obsolete cultural details,
Ninja and Yo-Landi Vi$$er
originally burst onto the
“interwebz” with the release
of a music video for their
song “Enter the Ninja.”
With lines such as
“Ninja skop befokte rof taal/
Rough rhymes, tough times/
Met fokkol kos, skraal,”
American listeners quickly

knew that something unique
was upon them. With rap
that combined English, Afrikaans and Xhosa, it was
fresh and quickly drew the
attention of bloggers and
producers such as Diplo
and Interscope Records.
With their debut album
$0$ being rereleased under
the funding of Interscope
in 2010, the duo began a
spree of live shows all over
the world with stops at
Coachella and Big Day Out.
Their high energy caused
word and infamy to spread
as they close 2012 with their
most recent release Ten$ion.

Die Antwoord
tracks to live for:

“Liewe
Maatjies”
“Evil Boy”
“I Fink U Freeky”

40-year old Charlyn
Marie Marshall, or Cat
Power, has been constantly evolving throughout
her 18 year career with
songs touching on punk,
blues and folk stylings.
For her newest release entitled Sun, sounds
of synthesizers and electronica placed her 2012
album on the number ten
spot of the Billboard 200.
Six years in the making, Sun gives the listener
a look at the reimagination of Cat Power’s sound
in a way where her signature vocals meet LFO filters and overdriven guitars.
As a singer-songwriter, Marshall was involved

in all aspects of Sun, but
leaves with a product
that is a departure from
her earlier works such as
songs as “Lived In Bars.”
In the music video for
“Cherokee”
her
short,
bleached
blonde
hair
serve as the visual icing
on the cake to her new
era
in
musicianship.

Cat Power tracks
to live for:
“Cherokee”
“Peace and Love”
“Ruin”
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The Hounds Below’s Heartbreak
A look at You Light Me Up In the Dark

Emilia D’Albero
Staff Writer

In the wake of The Von
Bondies’ breakup just last
year, it seems that frontman Jason Stollsteimer
has moved on to bigger
and better things. His newest band, The Hounds Below, is a four-piece indie
rock group from Michigan
whose music encourages
both dancing and headbanging at the same time.
Their debut album, You
Light Me Up In the Dark,
is a delightful whirlwind
of emotions and sounds
that keeps getting better with every listen.
The album opens with
“You and I,” a song that
starts with a steady drum
beat as Stollsteimer’s voice
floats in, introducing the album’s dance-rock sound and
draws the listener in. The
song builds up to the chorus, a catchy, multi-layered
plea to Jesus Christ that
will have you singing along
with Stollsteimer as soon as
you’ve learned the words.
The emotion of “You
and I” carries over into the
second track, “O. Harris,”
which begins in a similar
fashion as “You and I,” but
eventually grows into a
much heavier track as Skye
Thrasher provides a solid
layer of guitar that perfectly complements Matthew
Hofman’s bass backbone

The Hounds Below: Indie Headbangers.

and Griffin Bastian’s furious, rhythmic drumming.
The swift switch from
calm to intense, serious
rock makes “O. Harris”
one of the most prominent
tracks on the album. Stollsteimer really showcases
his vocal abilities on “Swimming With Swimmers” and
title track “You Light Me
Up In the Dark.” He has
an incredible vocal range
and the capability to flawlessly switch from a tender,
smooth tone to raw, pleading emotions on “You Light
Me Up In the Dark.” This
track is absolutely one of the
strongest on the album. It
is fun and groovy while still
maintaining that post-punk

Photos courtesy of theagencygroup.com

element that The Hounds
Below pull off so well.
“Chelsea’s Calling” also
has this particular quality about it, as the cheerful
beginning guitar riff melts
into a bouncing melody
which, when placed over
Bastian’s beats, creates a
song that sounds great in
your headphones, but is
surely also a great crowdpleaser at their live shows.
After “Chelsea’s Calling”
comes “Conversations,” one
of their lower-key tracks
which begins simply with
a piano and Stollsteimer
crooning over it, and is consistently a gentle, beautiful four minutes of music.
“Since He Came to Play”

brings back The Hounds
Below’s energy and seemingly effortless rock sound,
blending crashing cymbals with quick guitar riffs
and bright vocals to create
another track that is undoubtedly incredible live.
“Deathcab Song” has a similar vibe, but also includes a
catchy guitar riff at the beginning that sets the tone
for the whole track and also
makes it another one of the
most outstanding, danceable tracks on the album.
Bringing You Light Me
Up In the Dark to a close,
“Lost in the Waves” begins with the lyrics “My
friends, I’m here to say
goodnight,” and contin-

ues on in the sweet, light
fashion in which it began.
The combination of acoustic guitar and clear, gentle
vocals creates a relaxing
few minutes that effectively
brings the album to a close
and leaves the listener googling when The Hounds
Below are coming to town
(they’re playing The Rock
Shop in Brooklyn on Ñov.
14, for those wondering)
and itching to listen to the
entire album over again.
The Hounds Below have
proven that Jason Stollsteimer is certainly capable of recreating the hype
and effortlessly cool look
that surrounded the Von
Bondies in their hayday,
but he’s done it tenfold
with The Hounds Below.
You Light Me Up In the
Dark is one of those albums
that is appropriate for any
situation, but is especially
poignant and meaningful
during times of heartbreak
and emotional turmoil and
will undoubtedly provide the
listener with a sense of calm
and contentment that not
many bands in this day and
age are capable of providing through a single album.
You Light Me Up In the
Dark is available now on
iTunes. The Hounds Below will be returning to
New York on Nov. 14 and
16 at The Rock Shop and
The Delancey, respectively.

Movie Night at Sprague
Amazing films at the campus library

Rashard Bradshaw
Arts Editor

Boys Don’t Cry, a film
based on true events, chronicles the life and death of
Brandon Teena, played by
Hilary Swank. Brandon is
your typical wild child, a
teenage boy living life without the stern supervision of
adults. He is a rowdy cowboy
of sorts with a secret past.
When the town discovers his secret, that Brandon was born biologically
female; he becomes the
target of physical threats
and flees to Falls City, Nebraska, which serves as
the hostile backdrop to
the film’s horrific ending.
In Falls City, Brandon’s
life is once again turned
upside-down when he falls
into a whirlwind love affair
with Lana, a young woman
played by Chloë Sevigny,
who is at first unaware of
Brandon’s past life. The two
plan to escape from the town
as most young lovers do.
Brandon also befriends
two ex-convicts, Tom and
John and form a bond linked
by
hyper
masculinity.
Brandon is soon arrested for
charges that took place before he relocated to Falls City.
Lana rushes to his aid,
bailing him out but can’t
quite understand why he
was housed in the female
facilities. Brandon shares
that he was born with both
female and male genitalia
and Lana decides to continue

their love affair regardless.
Tom and John become furious after they read a newspaper article that refers
to Brandon by his birth
name, Teena Brandon.
To humiliate him, Tom
and John force Brandon to
reveal himself by removing
his pants as Lana is forced
to watch in horror. Tom and
John then chase Brandon
to an isolated area where
they beat and rape him.
Fear, hope and the courage to be yourself are all
themes in this 1999 offbeat romantic tragedy and
Oscar-winning cult classic.

CALL
NUMBER:
DVD NO.
3503
Editor’s
Rating:

5/5 Stars
A MUST SEE!
Photos courtesy of coffeecigarettesmagazines.blogspot.com

Boys Don’t Cry is an explosive love story that ends in tragedy.
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Red Hawks Advance to NCAA Tournament
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

Last Sunday when the scoreboard
horn sounded to signal the end of the
game, a packed Sprague Field crowd
was electrified as they watched a
raucous and joyous celebration by
the MSU women’s field hockey Team.
The crowd roared as the Lady
Red Hawks bench stormed the field
to join their teammates following
Montclair State’s 3-0 NJAC Tournament final win over Rowan University that gave the Lady Red Hawks
an automatic NCAA Division III
Field Hockey Tournament bid.
A nail-biting first half that ended in a scoreless tie featured great
defense and missed scoring opportunities by both teams as the momentum swung back and forth. Junior midfielder Jennifer Tafro led
a second half surge that saw her
score the first and third goals of the
game while assisting on the second.
Her first goal, which came in the 45
minute, was unassisted. Three minutes later, Tafro assisted on senior
forward Kate Norgard’s goal. Tafro
capped the scoring at the 53:50 mark
when she took a pass from junior
forward/midfielder Brooke Hullings and found the net once again.
The NJAC win over Rowan
was the team’s 17th in a row. After the game, an elated Coach Gottung was asked if any changes
were made for the Rowan game.
“No, we didn’t change our strategy
for the tourney final. We’ve been
playing well and we didn’t need
to make too many adjustments.”
Gottung then added, “We talked about their strengths and how to
counteract those threats. We also discussed their corner defense and what
options we’d have open offensively.”
Last year in the inaugural NJAC
Women’s Field Hockey Tournament,
MSU lost to TCNJ by a 2-0 score.
To make it back to the final and
win it all this year was very cathar-
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The MSU field hockey team poses with their first NJAC championship trophy after finishing the regular season 19-1.
tic for the Lady Red Hawks. “Today
showed a representation of their entire season, and this team’s success
comes from their phenomenal teamwork,” said Jennifer Tafro’s father.
A day earlier on Saturday, Nov.
3, MSU hosted William Paterson University in the NJAC Field
Hockey Tournament semi-final.
The one-seed Lady Red Hawks
forced a 2-0 halftime lead over the
fourth-seeded Lady Pioneers on
the strength of senior midfielder/
forward Frances Schaefer’s unassisted goal and another Tafro
goal off a Brooke Hullings assist.
When asked about the importance of scoring the first goal, Coach
Gottung said, “It was great to score
first and especially before halftime.
We had dominated the game early
but felt that we needed to score because WPU has a few players who
are scoring threats. We also believed that once we scored the first
goal, we would score again quickly.”

Four second-half goals (Norgard
assisted by Tafro; Schaefer unassisted; Allison Jillons assisted by
Schaefer; Abby Erier assisted by Sierra Rauchbach) off-set WPU freshman forward Angelica Giammetta’s
lone goal off an assist by Jennifer
Nendze to make the final score 6-1.
Prior to the NJAC Tournament,
the Lady Red Hawks concluded
their regular season with a pair of
wins beating Kean University 3-1
at home on Oct. 24 and GwyneddMercy 3-0 on the road on Oct. 27.
MSU finished the regular season with an overall record of
17-1 and 6-0 in the NJAC.
With the two NJAC tourney
wins the team is now 19-1 overall and 8-0 in the NJAC. Their
winning streak is now at 17.
Senior goalkeeper Megan Bosland
and Jennifer Tafro were awarded
NJAC Defensive Player of the Week
and NJAC Offensive Player of the
Week awards respectively, for their

efforts in the wins over William Paterson and Rowan on their way to
their first NJAC Championship.
Bosland was also named NJAC
Goalkeeper of the Year, senior forward Kate Norgard earned Attack
Player of the Year and Coach Beth
Gottung received NJAC Coach of the
Year for the second season in a row
and for the third time in her career.
Other Lady Red Hawks who
made the NJAC All-Conference
team include Abby Erier, Brooke
Hullings and Sierra Rauchbach.
Montclair State receives a bye
in the first round of the tournament and will play on Saturday,
Nov. 10 at 2:00 p.m. in Salisbury,
Maryland against either Christopher Newport or Gwynedd-Mercy.
The team has high expectations according to Coach Gottung.
“We have been talking all year
about getting to the Final Four. I
want to see us playing in Geneva,
N.Y. on November 17th and 18th.”

Red Hawks Win Overtime Thriller
Nick Patriarca
Assistant Sports Editor

In one of the most dramatic
endings in program history, the
Montclair State Red Hawks football team knocked off the College
of Brockport Golden Eagles in double overtime by a score of 55-49.
After erasing a 28-point first
half deficit, sophomore defensive back William Merz won the
game for the Red Hawks with a
100-yard interception return for
a touchdown in double overtime.
Due to the effects of Hurricane Sandy, the Red Hawks
were not able to practice until
this past Thursday, leaving little
preparation time for their game
against conference foe Brockport.
It looked as though it would be a
lopsided contest as Brockport scored
on their first drive following a Montclair interception at midfield. Senior quarterback Joe Scibilia threw
his first of five touchdown passes
to freshman wide receiver Eric Malave for the game’s opening score.
The Golden Eagle defense
would continue their dominance
for the remainder of the half, not
allowing the Red Hawks into their
territory for the entire half. Just
eight seconds into the second quarter Scibilia threw his second touchdown pass, this one for 28 yards to
junior wide receiver Jake Spalik.
Spalik would get his second
touchdown reception later on in
the quarter following a Montclair
fumble deep in their own territory. Turnovers would continue to

plague the Red Hawks as senior
quarterback Drew Cathey saw his
second interception returned 50
yards for a touchdown by freshman defensive back Kharif Pryor.
It looked as though the Golden Eagles would go into halftime
with a 28-0 lead. However, the Red
Hawk offense had other ideas. In
a five-play, 65-yard drive fueled by
a 48-yard completion to freshman
wide receiver Aaron Williams, the
Red Hawks pulled one back just
before the half with a two-yard
touchdown run by junior running
back Bill Roman. The Red Hawks
trailed at halftime by a score of 28-7.
After forcing the Golden Eagles to punt, the Red Hawks cut
further into the lead with a twoyard touchdown pass from Cathey
to junior tight end Omar Morales.
Brockport would answer right back
with a four-yard touchdown pass
from Scibilia to sophomore wide
receiver Anthony Mrozek to make
the score 35-14. Seconds later,
Montclair countered with a 56yard touchdown pass from Cathey
to senior wide receiver Vin Fischer.
The Red Hawk defense forced
Brockport into a three-and-out on
the following drive after which,
freshman defensive back Anthony
Mannato made the play that turned
the game around, as he blocked
the Brockport punt and returned
the loose ball 25 yards to the endzone to pull the Red Hawks within
one touchdown of tying the game.
The Golden Eagles went into the
fourth quarter leading 35-28, but
the Red Hawks had momentum.
The defense once again forced
the Golden Eagles to punt, and the
offense followed with the gametying drive that culminated with a

six-yard touchdown run by Roman
just seconds into the fourth quarter, completing the Red Hawks’
improbable comeback. Unbelievably, they took the lead three
possessions later with a 21-yard
touchdown pass from Cathey to
senior wide receiver Bryan Odgen.
The Golden Eagles were not going down easily, as they countered
with Scibilia’s fifth touchdown
pass, once again connecting with
Mrozek for the game-tying score
with four minutes remaining. Both
teams failed in their bid for a gamewinning score in the fourth quarter,
and the game went into overtime.
The Red Hawks took possession
to start the first overtime stanza.
It took only three plays for them
to find the endzone as Cathey hit
Odgen for his second touchdown
reception, this one for 11 yards.
Brockport countered with a fourplay drive that concluded with a
one-yard touchdown run by sophomore running back Shireem Cobb.
Brockport took the ball to start
the second overtime period. Scibilia
connected with Malave to move to
the ball to the Red Hawks ten-yard
line. Scibilia ran for seven yards on
first down to move the ball to the
three, but Cobb was stopped for a
two-yard loss on the following play.
On what may go down as the play
of the season, Scibilia dropped back

and threw a pass intended for Spalik in the front corner of the endzone.
Merz jumped in front of the receiver
and picked off the pass, then raced on
100 yards down the sideline for the
walk-off, game-winning touchdown.
Merz’s interception return was
chosen as D3football.com’s Play of
the Week. Merz set a new school record and tied the NCAA record for
longest interception return, to complete the Red Hawks’ improbable
comeback victory over Brockport.
The Red Hawks received four
weekly conference honors with
their comeback win. Odgen was
named Offensive Player of the
Week after making seven catches
for 140 yards and two touchdowns.
Williams was named Offensive
Rookie of the Week after making
three catches for 82 yards, including
a 48-yard reception that helped set
up the first Montclair touchdown.
Freshman return man Pat Caggiano was named Special Teams
Player of the Week while freshman
linebacker Michael Klimek earned
Defensive Rookie of the Week honors for the second time this season.
The Red Hawks, now 4-5, will
close out the 2012 season this
upcoming Saturday when they
travel to Kean University looking to avenge their season-ending loss to the Cougars last season. Kickoff is at 1 p.m. in Union.

Team Leaders

Rushing: A.J. Scoppa - 686 yds, 6 TD, 114 yds/game
Passing: Drew Cathey - 1605 yds, 9 TD, 178 yds/game
Receiving: Bryan Ogden - 562 yds, 3 TD, 62 yds/game
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Mid-Season Grades for Tri-State Teams
Taylor Zuppa
Staff Writer

It’s Week 10 in the NFL, and
everyone is wondering where their
teams stack up for the postseason.
Top contenders in the local area
right now are the New York Giants and the Pittsburgh Steelers,
whose power rankings this week on
ESPN were 5 and 10, respectively.
Coming up short, with their postseason windows closing fast, were
the New York Jets, ranked at 25,
and the Philadelphia Eagles at 21.
The Giants have had their hands
full with a couple of very close NFC
East games recently, with a 27-23
victory over rookie quarterback Robert Griffin III and the Washington
Redskins in week seven, and a 2924 win against division rivals, the
Dallas Cowboys, in week eight. Both
victories came in the fourth quarter.
It’s difficult to deny that Eli Manning is a clutch quarterback. Those
two games plus a week two comeback win against Tampa Bay adds
to the eight game-winning drives
Manning had in the 2011 season.
He has been everything a defending Super Bowl champion should
be so far, with over 2,000 passing
yards, 12 touchdowns and seven interceptions, taking his team to 6-3
so far and the top of the NFC East.
Of course, Manning can’t look
as good as he is without one of the
league’s best passing games at this
point in the season. Go-to guy Victor Cruz has been continuing his
impressive display from the end
of last season, with 57 catches already and seven touchdowns.
The big surprise receiver has
been Domenik Hixon, who has
been a reliable option for Manning so far after back-to-back seasons with a torn ACL. And, despite a few knee and foot injuries

Photo Courtesy of brooklynfans.com

The Giants currently lead the NFC East with a 6-3 record while the Jets sit in third in the AFC East at 3-5.
throughout the season, Hakeem
Nicks is still fighting through, with
334 yards and a touchdown so far,
but he is still not at 100 percent.
However, this past weeks dramatic loss to the Steelers has the
Giants defense looking soft and
suddenly has people questioning what we questioned at the
same point in time last season:
Can they keep themselves together to get a spot in the playoffs?
The Steelers struggled at the beginning of the season, losing their
opener to Peyton Manning and the
Broncos, and in week three falling
to the Oakland Raiders. But they’ve
picked themselves up within the
past few weeks, winning three in
a row and hoping to make it four
in a Monday night home game
against the 1-7 Kansas City Chiefs.
QB Ben Roethlisberger has been
as impressive as ever, being another
quarterback out of only three to have
over 2,000 passing yards already
this season. The Steelers offensive
line has also been stepping up, limiting Roethlisberger to 13 sacks. He’s
thrown for 16 touchdowns and has

only four interceptions, less than
any other quarterback in the league.
The Steelers are an old team,
but that experience is shining
through and I see them going
uphill in the second half of the
season. They’re still a game behind the Baltimore Ravens in the
AFC North, but I have a sneaky
feeling that might change soon.
About 300 miles east, another
Pennsylvania team is facing some
serious issues. The Philadelphia
Eagles are once again struggling
to get the playoffs in their future.
They had a pretty decent 3-1 start,
including a win over the Giants in
week four, but that was their last
victory. The Eagles started tanking, losing their past four games,
most recently to the New Orleans
Saints, another struggling team.
They’ve blown first-half leads
in a few games, including an overtime loss to the Detroit Lions.
Interestingly enough, Michael Vick
is another quarterback to record
over 2,000 passing yards so far
this season, but almost matches
his 10 touchdowns with nine in-

terceptions, plus a bad case of the
fumbles. Bad decisions, play-calling and sloppiness could cost the
Eagles a playoff spot, and possibly
cost head coach Andy Reid his job.
Recently being dubbed as having the “most overrated coach in the
NFL,” the only thing the Jets seem
to have going for them is their publicity, and not necessarily the good
kind either. After acquiring the polarizing Tim Tebow and pairing him
with offensive coordinator Tony
Sporano, many of us were expecting
something big and exciting to come
out of this Jets offense during the
preseason. This was not the case.
Head coach Rex Ryan has stated time and time again that Mark
Sanchez was his quarterback, and
has not given Tim Tebow the chance
that maybe the Jets need. After coming up short in a few games (losing
to New England in overtime), and
being decimated in others, the Jets
inconsistency is what will prevent
them from seeing the playoffs. Sanchez has thrown for 10 touchdowns,
but has eight interceptions and seven fumbles. Is it Tebow Time yet?

Athletes Rally Around Hurricane
Mike Pendleton
Staff Writer

As devastation struck the entire Northeast region, there are
many things that have brought
us together. Relief efforts by public workers, donations by thousands of citizens and even the
election, which splits this country
between two parties, has brought
us together. More so, through all
the relief efforts, there has been
a great perseverance and support
system brought in through sports.
There have already been many
examples of players, cities and
teams giving back to the area in
relief efforts. On Nov. 2, just a
few days after Sandy hit, the New
York Knicks took on the defending
NBA Champions, the Miami Heat.
While they cooled the Heat 10484, it was Carmelo Anthony who
set the tone before the game that
mattered most. Before the game,
the New York star grabbed the
microphone and thanked the fans
for “coming out and supporting
the team during tough times.” He
went on to say that “this was the
most important time for the city of
New York to come together and rebuild the city.” As Anthony talked,
the crowd listened and responded.
There was no doubt that his uplifting message to those devastated
by his storm got them involved in
the game that eventually propelled
the Knicks to an amazing win.
While Miami shooting guard
Dwayne Wade was very opposed to
playing the game to begin with, he
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The Casino Pier roller coaster was found in the ocean after Hurricane Sandy passed the Jersey Shore.
eased off his stance and turned around
to donate his Friday game check
which, before taxes, was $210,000
to the victims of Hurricane Sandy.
Along with that, often outspoken
Dallas Mavericks owner, Mark Cuban, tweeted that he would be donating $1 million to the victims as well.
Even though the Knicks-Nets game
was postponed and rescheduled to
Nov. 26, basketball still made an impact on a devastated area in NYC.
The NFL also stepped up in a
huge way, as some of both New
York Giants and New York Jets
players were affected by the storm
as Eli Manning was forced out of
his Hoboken home and had to relocate his wife and daughter to a
nearby hotel. Despite the loss to
the Pittsburgh Steelers, there were
positive vibes before and during the
game to keep the crowd in hand.
Defensive End Justin Tuck
also went to Twitter to ask exactly how his followers thought

he should help the victims. These
two examples go to show that
even though the almighty superstars are viewed as untouchable,
a natural disaster takes no names.
Giants wide receiver Victor Cruz
has used social media to sell t-shirts
in conjunction with “Young Whales”
and people can purchase t-shirts
($50) or hoodies ($100) with all sales
being donated to Sandy victims.
Both items are signed by Cruz
and Nate Collins. Despite a loss,
the Giants and MetLife Stadium also held a donation drive in
which food, clothes and household
items were donated to give back.
Finally, Yankees All-Star pitcher
David Robertson and his wife Erin
will be giving back to the those affected and you can do your part
in donating by visiting their website highsocksforhope.com and
purchase t-shirts there for $15.
Through all else, there was national attention on one of the worst

storms, if not the worst storm to ever
hit the Northeast region. Above all
else, athletes came together with
their fans to help those in need.
Sports isn’t always about winning or losing, because Sandy caused
many people to lose but, as all
great athletes do, many have stood
up to these losses and given their
own fortune to the less fortunate.
A fierce rivalry between the
Knicks and Heat as the NBA season tipped off, could even be put
to the side as there really is more
to sports than just a game. Mets
or Yankees, Knicks or Nets, Giants or Jets, Devils, Rangers or
Islanders, all teams have a fanbase and all fan-bases have a voice.
I’m proud to say that this region
and our professional sport teams
have brought us together through
this rough time, and that we have
risen above tragedy. It’s great to
win a championship, but it’s even
greater to triumph over tragedy.
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Volleyball Season Comes to an End
Rich Efrus
Staff Writer

In a match that saw 30 ties
and 15 lead changes, eventually the Kean University Cougars
would knock off the Red Hawks in
the first round match of the NJAC
Tournament. The match was played
in front of a large home crowd
at the Panzer Athletic Center.
The 4th seeded Cougars, who
came into the match with a 27-9 record, eliminated the Red Hawks in
straight sets. The scores were 27-25,
28-26, 26-24, proving this match to
be one of the Red Hawks’ most tightly
contested matches of the season. The
last time the two teams met, MSU
lost to Kean in four sets on Sept. 11.
In the first set, the Red Hawks
would find themselves out in front
early, leading 10-6. The Cougars
came back with an 8-2 run of
their own to take the lead 14-12.
Once MSU tied the score at
14-14, the match would become a
back and forth battle between the

squads. With the score tied 25-25,
Montclair committed a service error and Rachel Wells would register a kill to give the Cougars the
27-25 set and a 1-0 advantage.
The second set continued to be
a back and forth fight, as there
were 15 ties throughout the set.
The teams had a total of 22 alternating points and neither team
could take advantage and pull out
in front until the final point of the
set. Two serves by Alix Denison,
one being an ace, gave Kean a 2826 win. They led the match 2-0.
The third set saw Kean building
an early 10-4 lead in the set. The
Red Hawks showed their resilience
and fight by narrowing the lead to
15-13 on a kill by Nicole Wojtowicz.
Later in the set MSU went on a
10-3 run to give them a 24-23 lead,
but they could not close out the set
and would see their season end.
Hansen scored the match point on
an ace and Kean advanced to the
semifinals with the three-set sweep.
Following the match, the energy
around the team remained posi-

tive, as it had all season, despite
the season ending loss. Sara Girgus
discussed the team’s successes and
hopes for next season, saying, “This
is only the beginning for this program. We had an amazing season
and it’s just the foundation for years
to come. We tied the school record
for most wins in a season and next
year we’re taking the record. As
for Kean, they have no idea what’s
coming for them next season.”
Montclair tied their single season record for most wins in a season. Alyssa Batiste and Daniella Salemo both registered eight
kills for Montclair. Nicole Wojtowicz contributed five kills, two
aces and one block. Angela Campo assisted on 27 MSU points.
Kaitlyn Irwin led the team with
20 digs. Salemo added 10 digs of
her own. For the Cougars, Kaitlyn Hansen was a standout with
11 kills and three blocks. Jen Espinal also added nine kills of her
own and Wells had eight. Alana
Aranjo led Kean with 29 assists
and Samantha Sacco had 12 digs.

Who’s Hot This Week
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Football
Cortland

NJAC

Overall

7-0

7-1

Rowan

5-1

6-2

Kean

5-1

5-3

MSU

4-3

4- 5

Brockport

3-4

5-4

TCNJ

3-4

4-5

W. Paterson

1-5

3-5

West. Conn.

1-5

1-7

Morrisville

1-6

1-8

This Week

11/10 @ Kean

1 p.m.

Last Week
11/4 MSU 55, Brockport 49 (2OT)

Men’s Soccer
NJAC
MSU
RU-Camden
RU-Newark
W. Paterson
Rowan
Kean
Ramapo
Stockton
TCNJ
NJCU

7-1
6-2-1
5-4
4-4-1
4-4-1
4-5
4-5
3-5-1
3-6
2-7

Overall
17 - 2
16 - 2 -2
14 - 8
8-9-1
12 - 8 - 1
9 - 11
8-8-1
10 - 7 - 2
7 - 11
11 - 9

This Week
NCAA National Tournament
11/10 vs. Salve Regina
11 a.m.
Last Week
NJAC Tournament
11/2 Rowan 2, MSU 1

Zak Westerberg
Men’s Swimming & Diving
Westerberg finished the last two meets with three wins,
two second place finishes and one third place finish.
Westerberg won the 100m freestyle and was part of the
400m and 500m freestyle relays that both took first.

Katherine LaCava
Women’s Swimming & Diving
LaCava was named NJAC Women’s Swimming and Diving Rookie of the Week after winning her first collegiate
butterfly event with a time of 2:12.97, breaking the 37year-old MSU record of 2:14.53 set by Denise Killeen at
the 1976 NCAA Championships.

Game of the Week
Football
@ Kean
November 10, 1:00 p.m.

The Red Hawks will play their
last game of the 2012 season
against NJAC Rival Kean University. The 4-5 Red Hawks
will take on the 5-3 Cougars at
Kean.
For updates, check out:
www.montclairathletics.com
and
@TheMontclarion on Twitter

Women’s Soccer
MSU
Rowan
TCNJ
Stockton
W. Paterson
Kean
Ramapo
RU-Camden
RU-Newark
NJCU

NJAC

Overall

8-1
7-1-1
6-1-2
6-2-1
5-4
4-3-2
2-7
1-7-1
1-7-1
1-8

15 - 1 - 3
12 - 3 - 1
14 - 1 - 3
16 - 3 - 3
9-9-2
11 - 5 - 4
7-9
4 - 14 - 1
4 - 15 - 1
6 - 11 - 2

This Week
NCAA National Tournament
11/24 vs. Averett
5 p.m.
Last Week
NJAC Tournament
11/4 MSU 0, Kean 0 (2OT)

Field Hockey
NJAC

Overall

MSU

6-0

19 - 1

TCNJ

4-2

15 - 5

Rowan

4-2

15 - 6

W. Paterson

3-3

8 - 12

Kean

2-4

8 - 11

Stockton

1-5

7 - 12

Ramapo

1-5

4 - 11

This Week
NCAA National Tournament
11/10 vs. TBA
2 p.m.
Last Week
NJAC Tournament
11/3 MSU 6, W. Paterson 1
11/4 MSU 3, Rowan 0

Volleyball
NJAC Overall
Stockton
Rowan
RU-Camden
Kean
MSU
Ramapo
RU-Newark
W. Paterson
NJCU

8-0
7-1
6-2
5-3
4-4
3-5
2-6
1-7
0-8

27 - 6
22 - 9
23 - 7
27 - 10
22 - 11
13 - 14
15 - 12
14 - 11
7 - 20

This Week
No Games Scheduled
Last Week
NJAC Tournament
11/2 Kean 3, MSU 0

Sandy Brings Out the Lighter
Side of Sports.
p. 18

Check out TheMontclarion.org Red Hawks Win Double
on Monday for Recaps of this Overtime Thriller.
Weekend’s Games
p. 16
MontclarionSports@gmail.com

Red Hawk Reaches New Heights

MSU alumnus signs with Atlanta Falcons
Mike Panepinto
Staf Writer

“Surreal” is the word Chad
Faulcon, who played safety at
Montclair State uses to describe
his experiences in his NFL tryouts. Faulcon’s dream of playing
in the NFL was dashed this year,
but he is getting ready to make
the most of his second opportunity.
According to D3football.com,
14 out of 18,000 Division III football
players are currently playing in the
NFL. What this means is that .08
percent of players from the Division
III level of football currently have a
roster spot with an NFL team. Of
those 14 players, eight are active,
four are on an NFL team’s practice
squad, one is on the physically unable to perform list and another player is on the Injured Reserved list.
Faulcon had his chance this past
spring when he was contacted by
the Falcons, the Jaguars, the Jets
and the Giants. He chose the Falcons and Faulcon was with them
for roughly three months before he
got cut from the team at the beginning of the summer. Even though
he was released, Faulcon still believes he can play in the NFL.
“I’ve seen the competition and I believe I have the ability to play in the
NFL.” Faulcon is not the only one
who sees himself in the NFL one
day; his former coaches see it too.
MSU’s defensive line coach and
special teams coordinator Mike Cieri
went so far as to compare Faulcon to
the greatest football player to come
out of MSU: the late Sam Mills.
According to Montclair.edu and
espn.go.com, Mills played for Montclair State from 1977-1980 where he
was a two time All-American Linebacker. Mills is also a college football Hall of Famer. He is the only
player to play in the NFL where his
jersey #51 is retired by the Carolina
Panthers, and the dining hall Sam’s
Place on campus is named after him.
When asked if Faulcon compares at all to Sam Mills, Cieri
responded, “Chad has Sam Mills
quality, but is he ready to be
evaluated at the same level?”
Out of Cranford High School,
it looked as if Faulcon would be a
running back at a school like Wagner, Monmouth or Stony Brook.
Faulcon even admitted, “In high
school, running back was my favorite position, but when college came around, I decided
that I wanted to be a safety.”
When current MSU Offensive Coordinator Rich O’ Connor first started recruiting Faulcon, he was immediately told by Chad’s high school
coach Eric Rosenmeyer that Faulcon
was “being overlooked by a lot of colleges” and Coach Rosenmeyer asked
Coach O’ Connor to “not give up on
the possibility of getting Chad.”
Coach O’ Connor was tenacious and

he knew that he wanted Faulcon at
Montclair State. After no scholarship
offers came in for Faulcon, he made
the decision to become a Red Hawk.
When Faulcon first came to
MSU, one thing in particular stuck
out to all the coaches, his speed. To
be even more specific, it was his closing speed that wowed the coaches.
Closing speed is defined as
the distance between you and
the ball carrier or receiver. While
at Montclair State, not only did
Faulcon earn the respect of his
fellow teammates, but he also
earned the respect of his coaches.
I recently sat down with current
MSU Defensive Coordinator Todd
Agresta. He said, “Chad was a step
faster than anyone else out on the
field” and that “Chad follows Sam
Mills’ ‘keep pounding’ attitude.”
In Faulcon’s freshman year,
he was awarded the Freddy Hill
Hustle Award. In his sophomore
and junior years, he was awarded three Hatchets for three bighit tackles he made in separate
games. By senior year, the awards
started rolling in for Faulcon.
At the end of Faulcon’s senior season, he was awarded first
team all-conference, first team allregion, defensive player of the conference, defensive player of the region and he was named a Division
III All-American. Faulcon was also
the runner-up for the National Division III Player of the Year Award.
As Head Coach Rick Giancola
put it, “A Division III player who
wants to play in the NFL has to
have the ability to dominate a game,
and Chad was able to do that while
he was here at Montclair State.”
Faulcon’s next step was making
the transition from the college football Division III level to the NFL.
First up for Faulcon was
the All-Star Game at Arkansas.
56 of the athletes from the game
were signed, and of those 56, the
NFL drafted 13 of the competitors.
Faulcon spoke about the game and
said, “I was not nervous before we
got to the stadium, I was a little bit

Photo courtesy of nj.com

Faulcon was one of the backbones of the MSU defense, finishing his career with
169 tackles, seven interceptions and four forced fumbles.
nervous in the pre-game warm-ups,
and when the game started I was
confident.” Faulcon ended up having an interception in the game.
Next up was Fordham’s Pro Day
where he did well and impressed
some scouts. Twelve of the fifty
athletes at Fordham’s Pro Day ended up being signed by NFL teams.
As 35th year coach Jim Panepinto put it, to play in the NFL you

NFL Draft Statistics
—Out of the 100,000 high school students that play football, only 215

(0.2 percent) go on to play in the National Football League.

—Out of the 9,000 collegiate football players, only 310 (0.3 percent)

get invited to the NFL Scouting Combine.

—Athletes who don’t attend the NFL Combine go on to attend the

regional combine. If they impress there, they then get to attend the
Super Regional Combine which is attended by many NFL teams.
—Last year, 21 players were signed to NFL teams.

need “speed, strength, size (helps),
football intelligence, mental/physical/emotional toughness, discipline, integrity and character.”
At one of Montclair State’s
practices, Coach Cieri talked to
an Atlanta Falcons scout who had
this to say about Faulcon “He’s a
missile from the centerfield position, he has a certain toughness
with tackling people and he plays
every play like he does not get
tired.” Coincidentally, Faulcon was
nicknamed “The Missile” at MSU.
While Faulcon waits for the
one phone call that could change
his life, he spends his time training
at DeFranco’s Gym in Hawthorne
and coming back to Montclair State
to watch home football games.
Faulcon knows his day will
come and he also knows that
he has “the support of everyone
around him until his time comes.”

